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IntroductionContents

I undertook the role of 
Interim Chair on 28th 
April 2022, and it has been 
a privilege during this 
time to work alongside 
my fellow dedicated 
trustees and colleagues 
at Volunteer Scotland 
and I thank them for their 
support and contribution.

During this year Volunteer 
Scotland has been 
committed to supporting 
our strategic and operational 
actions through ensuring 
delivery of our strategic aims; 
in policy work, research, 
support to volunteer 
involving organisations 
and embedding quality 
standards across all areas of 
the volunteering life cycle 
that ensures volunteering 
is embedded across our 
communities in Scotland. 

A main part of our focus has 
been a review our internal 
governance responsibility 
and we have implemented 
a Trustee Governance Sub 

Group and worked towards 
reviewing our Articles 
of Association, our risk 
management approach, 
and internal policies. 

We have worked in 
partnership with both 
Scottish Government 
and volunteer involving 
organisation colleagues 
to develop The Volunteering 
Action Plan. 

The Plan provides a renewed 
focus on the contribution of 
volunteers in communities 
and seeks to tackle 
inequality in volunteering 
through supporting the 
most disadvantaged in our 
society. We look forward 
to delivering the Plan. 

Going forward in times 
of such uncertainly in our 
society, it is imperative that 
Volunteer Scotland continues 
to support local connectivity 
and we will do this with 
ambition and optimism. 

We will focus on our quality 
assurance activities to 
support all the volunteering 
life cycle interactions and to 
further embed and amplify 
volunteering in Scotland. 
We have a privileged role 
in helping to increase the 
enormous cross-cutting 
value that volunteering 
brings to individuals, 
volunteer involving 
organisations and the wider 
communities of Scotland. 
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A pivotal year for Volunteer Scotland, one in which the majority of 
our stakeholders rated the key indicators of our performance as either 
‘high’ or ‘very high’ (see the Stakeholder Survey Report from July). 
Here’s a few highlights from across our functions, over the last year: 

•  We continue to monitor the 
‘state of volunteering’ in 
Scotland which included a 
report on our recovery from 
the pandemic and another 
(recent report) on the cost-
of-living crisis as it impacts 
volunteers and volunteering. 

•  Volunteers’ Week is a time 
to recognise volunteers 
for all their very many 
contributions throughout the 
year. We lead the campaign 
management of Volunteers’ 
Week in Scotland - once again 
it was the biggest ever! 

•  This year there’s been a 
clear ‘standards focus’. 
Volunteer Friendly has now 
joined IIV as a robust and 
complementary offer. Any 
organisation in Scotland can 
access a standard to improve 
their volunteering practice. 

•  We’re working closer than ever 
with key stakeholders and 
networks. The Cross-Party 
Group for Volunteering, which 
runs each parliamentary term, 
was successfully reconvened. 

•  With the aim of making 
volunteering more visible 
across wider policy, we 
responded to more than 
a dozen consultations 
(we’re already seeing results). 

Over and above these 
achievements, the focus 
of our work is and remains 
Scotland’s Volunteering 
Action Plan (see part 3). 

Alan Stevenson
Chief Executive 
Volunteer Scotland
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Governance
 
The Board of Trustees’ responsibility 
is to direct Volunteer Scotland’s 
affairs through efficient, effective 
and accountable governance, ensuring 
we are solvent, professionally-run 
and act in accordance with its stated 
aims and objectives.

The Governance Committee 
provides a strategic overview 
of Volunteer Scotland’s governance. 
The Committee’s remit includes 
ensuring that the Board fulfils 
its legal, compliance, ethical and 
functional responsibilities and 
that adequate governance is in 
place overall and in respect of 
remuneration, nominations and 
policy matters.

Retiring Directors 

All Volunteer Scotland directors 
and staff would like to give thanks 
to Angela Mitchell, Narek Bido 
and Julie Podet for their time 
and vital support as Directors and 
wish them all well for the future.

David 
Field

Emma 
Cormack

Lynne 
Harrison

Fiona 
Watson

Mark 
Armstrong

Elizabeth Taylor 
Interim Vice Chair

Selina 
Ross

Janette Mitchell
Interim Treasurer

Rosie Wylie
Interim Vice Chair

Paul Okroj
Interim Chair

Our Board of Trustees
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Implementing Scotland’s 
Volunteering Action Plan 

Scotland’s Volunteering 
Action Plan aims to create a 
Scotland where more people 
can volunteer, more often and 
throughout their lives - it was 
launched in June of this year. 

We were instrumental to the 
development and launch of 
this co-produced Plan, ‘a Plan 
like no other’, which involved 
more than 130 stakeholders 
from across the sector. 

It was also a huge team effort 
within Volunteer Scotland, 
drawing on all our knowledge 
and expertise. It turns out 
that was the easy part! 

Volunteer Scotland will now lead 
the implementation of the Plan 
over the next 10 years. As the 
national centre for Volunteering 
this is a role that we relish. 

We issued the first ‘next step’ 
communications in September. 
Each of our functions are 
delivering against several priority 

actions this year, extending our 
work to other action areas in 
future. We’re delivering new 
initiatives; convening a Policy 
Champions Network and 
organising a Cost of Living Task 
group, amongst others. We’re 
also creating the tools and 
processes that will help us to 
measure impact widely and to 
enable others to get involved 
and contribute to the Plan over 
the next months and years. 

This is arguably the most 
important time in Volunteer 
Scotland’s existence. But the 
Plan isn’t about us, the Plan is 
about Scotland’s volunteers. 
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The Road to Recovery 

ESRC funded research, this major report 
examines the impact of COVID-19 and 
presents a Routemap to Improvement 
for volunteering in Scotland.

Testing our Resilience 

A rapid literature review to understand 
the potential impacts of the cost of living 
crisis; and a ‘Top Ten’ areas for action.

Volunteering in 2020 

Analysis of the Scottish Household 
Survey volunteering data, which 
graphically highlights the impact of 
COVID-19 on the major rise in informal 
volunteering in Scotland.

Key outputs
Underpinning an evidence-based 
approach to support the development of 
volunteering in Scotland. Our goal is to be 
at the forefront of thought leadership to 
inform volunteering policy and practice.

Research 
and Evaluation

Led by 
Matthew Linning

Debbie Maltman

Gemma Jackson

Understanding the impact of international crises on volunteering 
in Scotland continues to be a major focus. The culmination of our 
COVID-19 research was the publication of ‘The Road to Recovery 
Report’ in February 2022; and most recently the ‘Testing our 
Resilience’ report on the impact of the cost of living crisis.

The Road 
to Recovery
Lessons learned from Scotland’s 
voluntary sector response to COVID-19
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Evaluation 
A key focus has been an evaluation 
of the year-long Volunteering Action 
Plan development process from March 
2021-March 2022. The launch event 
at The Gathering in June 2022 was 
also evaluated.

Volunteer Scotland is sponsoring a PHD 
studentship investigating the relationship 
between associational life and volunteering.

Read academic research

We benefited from specialist statistical 
support on ‘latent class analysis’, which 
has helped us to develop ‘persona profiles’ 
for volunteers. This identifies common 
characteristics for different demographic 
groups. This leading edge research based 
on Scottish Household Survey data, for 
both formal and informal volunteering, 
is nearing completion.

Academic research

Analytical Exchange Programme

Development of Scotland’s 
Volunteering Action Plan

Volunteering Action Plan 
Launch - 15th June 2019

Stakeholder 
Survey 2021-22
Fifty-five of our key partners and 
customers kindly completed our 
annual stakeholder survey.

Volunteer Scotland’s performance was rated 
highly across key functional areas: research 
and evaluation, volunteering practice, 
partnership working and communications. 
The main area for development was 
‘influencing policy’, which has been 
addressed through the appointment 
of a Policy Officer in spring 2022:

Read Stakeholder Survey

94%

67%

86%

Impact on volunteering across Scotland

Impact on organisational performance

Impact of contribution during COVID-19
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Supporting national, local and 
community volunteer involving 
organisations to improve the 
effectiveness of volunteer practice.

Volunteer 
Practice

Led by 
Adrian Murtagh

Allana Fotheringham

Angela McHale

Katy Penman

Supporting Volunteer Practice through learning is very important to us. 
All our learning materials and learning opportunities have been designed 
to help volunteer practitioners make a positive impact on their volunteer 
programmes and on the volunteers who freely give their time and expertise. 

The pipeline covers Volunteer Scotland’s Volunteer Charter, Volunteer Friendly 
and Investing in Volunteers.

The Volunteer 
Quality Pipeline
Our quality standards extend 
this learning opportunity 
by creating a safe space for 
groups and organisations not 
only to hear their volunteer voice 
but to also consider, review and 
reflect on the key components 
that are needed to achieve a great 
volunteer experience. This year 
we have developed the first ever 
Volunteer Quality Pipeline. 
We understand that volunteering 
takes place across a wide range 
of settings and that is why 
we have created a place for 
everyone within the pipeline. 
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Volunteer Charter 
The Volunteer Charter gives 
groups and organisations the 
opportunity to express their 
support of the key principles 
around volunteering and the 
relationship it has with other 
important stakeholders within 
a group or organisation. 
It provides the foundations 
for a good volunteer experience. 

This year 27 groups or organisations 
supported this pledge. 

Volunteering Action 
Plan process
We developed and supported 
key aspects of the participants 
learning within the Volunteering 
Action plan process, contributing 
to the participants handbook, 
learners’ journey, and lunch 
and learn sessions. 

The practice team directly support 
the volunteer inclusion work group 
and link to a National Volunteer 
Inclusion Group to support the 
process of mapping, learning 
and knowledge exchange.

Learning and Development
Our customers are given a choice 
of either directed or self-directed 
learning opportunities: 

•  Directed learning, through our 
learning bites with the most 
popular being Supporting 
Volunteers and Managing 
Difficult Situations. 

•  Self-directed learning, with 
‘Managing Volunteers’ is a 
popular product and high levels 
of downloads for guidance; 
‘Creating a volunteer agreement’, 
‘Developing a volunteer policy’ 
and ‘Creating a positive 
volunteer experience’.

•  We supported several volunteer 
involving organizations through 
bespoke training. 

Our recognition of learning was 
also well received through our 
popular digital badges.
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ScotRail Community
Development

“Investing in Volunteers accreditation 
is now a public commitment to our 
volunteers that we will continue 
to support them with high-quality 
volunteer management, providing 
a framework for the programme 
to flourish in the years to come.”

Tracy Stevenson 
Community Development Executive

Investing in Volunteers 
The standard supports volunteer 
development, recognises volunteer practice 
and celebrates groups and organisations 
who give volunteers a positive volunteering 
experience. In partnership with NCVO, 
Volunteer Now and WCVA, we have 
delivered this UK standard 49 groups 
and organisations within Scotland. 

In addition to those undertaking IiV 
for the first time (including Dumfries 
and Galloway Council as the first council 
to gain accreditation). We worked with 11 
organisations across Scotland who returned 
for reaccreditation of their IiV awards. 

Volunteer Friendly 
Working with our colleagues within the 
TSI network we continued to deliver our 
newly designed quality standard for small 
to medium sized groups and organisations. 
This year we have 10 new achievers and the 
feedback we received has confirmed that 
the award is easy to use, raises the volunteer 
voice and is accessible to small groups.

Raploch Community
Partnership

“We are pleased that we have achieved 
the Volunteer Friendly Award and the 
process has given us the opportunity 
to look at what we do and how we do 
it to ensure our volunteers have the 
best support and experience when 
volunteering with us.”

Susan Currie 
Project Coordinator

Dumfries and 
Galloway Council 

“We decided to work with Volunteer 
Scotland on Investing in Volunteers, 
to take a journey with services right 
across our Council towards meeting 
the required standard of excellence. 
Councils are large organisations and 
our challenge was to ensure great 
practice across all services so that 
volunteers have a consistently good 
experience.”

Jamie Ferguson 
Community Development 
and Empowerment Manager
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Engaging and influencing key stakeholders. 
Building relationships with funders and 
partners based on a shared agenda.

Partnerships

Led by 
Margaret Starkie

We have continued to build relationships with the Scottish Government, key 
partners and stakeholders. Through a stakeholder mapping exercise we’ve identified 
future partners. Some important initiatives in this area include: 

Third Sector Interfaces 
Scotland Network
We work together on a wide-range 
of areas including sharing research, 
joint work on Volunteer Friendly, 
the Volunteering Action Plan and 
Volunteers’ Week, amongst others.

Volunteering Action Plan
Our work culminated in the 
successful launch of the plan 
at The Gathering in June. This 
has created a stronger working 
relationship with the Scottish 
Government as well as new 
opportunities to engage volunteering 
stakeholders and organisations. 

Cross Party Group 
on Volunteering
We support this group in a 
secretariat role, working with 
the co-conveners and members 
to provide a platform to discuss 
issues facing volunteering and the 
sector. This will develop further now 
we have a designated policy officer. 
We were delighted to have cross 
party support at the first face to 
face Volunteers’ Week Parliamentary 
reception where MSPs had the 
opportunity to hear from volunteers.
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Our Place in Time
We continue to support the Our Place 
in Time strategy for Scotland’s historic 
environment sector and specifically the 
Make your Mark in volunteering campaign.

Make Your Mark supports anyone in Scotland 
to volunteer with historical, cultural and 
nature organisations.

Action Group on Isolation 
and Loneliness
We are an active member of this 
group working across sectors to support 
the delivery of Scottish Governments 
‘A Connected Scotland: our strategy  
or tackling social isolation and loneliness 
and building stronger social connections’.

Scottish Volunteering Forum

We are a member of the Scottish 
Volunteering Forum Steering Group, which 
is a collaborative group of cross-sector 
organisations committed to improving 
volunteer participation in Scotland. Each 
member seeks to influence volunteering at 
a strategic level, to agree priorities and a 
shared agenda and to jointly act. 
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Informing and engaging our key audiences, 
partners, volunteer involving organisations 
and volunteers through marketing 
communications. Organising large-scale 
events and campaigns.

Communications 
and Events

Throughout the year the Communications team provide regular ‘volunteer-focused’, 
‘practice-based’, ‘research themed’ content across our social media channels and 
quarterly email newsletters.

Volunteering Zone 

The Volunteering Zone is an online 
platform that allows national 
organisations to create, manage and 
publish their opportunities directly, 
with technical support from our 
helpdesk when required.

Usage of this platform has 
continued to grow over the year:

Users of Volunteer 
Search Site
We have seen an increase in people 
looking for volunteer roles post 
pandemic. Volunteer Search Site 
visits increased from 703k users 
(1.6million page views) to 780k 
users (1.8million page views) 
from Oct 2021 – Sept 2022.

Helpdesk
Our helpdesk provides systems support to organisations, 
including those registered on the Volunteering Zone, 
and in the last year has supported 261 cases.

Users of Volunteer Search Site

October 
2021

September 
2022

500k

100k

1000k
703k

780k

New organisations and 
main contacts registered

New additional 
users registered

New contacts added

65

53

13

Led by 
Margaret Starkie
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Volunteers’ Week
Each year, we work with partners to develop 
and deliver national ‘volunteer-focused’ 
campaigns including Volunteers’ Week 
(1-7 June). With support from organisations 
nationally (UK wide) and locally the 2022 
campaign focus was: ‘a time to say Thank 
You to all volunteers.’ 

The campaign partners chose 
to promote online and in person 
events and activities to ensure 
all groups and organisations 
could participate where they 
felt comfortable.

New for 2022 were the Campaign 
Badges, more than 1250 badges 
were purchased and shared with 
volunteers throughout the week.

Volunteering Action Plan
We are leading on the VAP communications 
and engagement function producing regular 
newsletters and managing an accessible 
website volunteeringactionplan.co.uk 
We provide up to date information 
on the Plan and how to engage. We regularly 
engage an advisory group around this work. 

Web Developments
We maintain the Quality Standards websites, 
Investing in Volunteers and Volunteer 
Friendly Award as well as the campaign 
site for Volunteers Week in Scotland. All 
are simple, user friendly, accessible sites with 
new and updated graphics and resources that 
have had positive feedback from users. We 
are currently in the process of redeveloping 
the main website for Volunteer Scotland 
(creating a separate Organisation and 
Volunteer focused site)…watch this space.

Over 2.4K 
website downloads

Over 35.8K mentions 
on social media

Over 14K volunteer 
subscribers thanked

Over 6.9K  
website page views

Over 500 shares on 
Twitter and Instagram
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We exert influence on decision-makers 
to ensure that volunteering is reflected 
in Scotland’s policy landscape. 
We represent the voice and interests 
of Scotland’s spectrum of volunteers, 
from informal to formal. 

Influencing 
Policy

Led by 
Sarah Latto

Stakeholder consultation
We consulted with a wide range of stakeholders 
to better understand their views on what our policy 
work should focus on. This has informed our policy 
plan for the next three years, including identifying  
the following themes for more proactive influence: 

Our approach to policy 
This is a new area of work for Volunteer Scotland 
with the recruitment of our Policy Officer in April 
2022. We have a balanced approach to policy influence; 
applying evidence, experience and values to the creation 
and application of policy. Given the far-reaching nature 
of volunteering in policy, we seek to build relationships 
with other relevant organisations to exchange expertise 
and maximise our influence.

Lifelong Volunteering

Social Capital, Connection and Communities of Interest

Intersectional Barriers to Volunteering

Poverty, Deprivation and Cost of Living

Climate Change and the Natural Environment

Communities of Place: Resilience and Empowerment

Funding and Capacity Building
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Consultation responses 

Since April 2022 we have responded 
to 13 Scottish government and Scottish 
parliament consultations. Five had a health 
or care focus, including requests for views 
on a new Suicide Prevention Strategy 
and a new National Care Service. 
We also responded to four calls from 
parliamentary committees to inform 
their budget scrutiny. The impact of 
many of these responses remains unclear, 
but commitment to explore the role 
of volunteering is detailed in the new 
Suicide Prevention Strategy Action Plan. 
You can find all consultation responses 
on our Policy web page. 

Volunteering Action Plan 
Communications were sent to all MSPs 
and MPs during Volunteers’ Week raising 
their awareness of the Volunteering 
Action Plan and how they could support 
it. We also convened a Policy Champions 
Network of representatives from across 
the volunteering sector, in line with actions 
detailed in the Plan, to inform our policy 
and influence work going forward. 

Cost of living crisis
We have engaged in considerable 
partnership work regarding the cost-of-
living crisis, actively working with other 
organisations to pool our influence and 
limit the impact of the crisis on volunteers 
and volunteer involving organisations. 
This includes having an active role in a 
campaign, led by the Community Transport 
Association, for the UK Government to 
raise the Approved Mileage Allowance rate. 
In addition, a briefing was circulated to 
MSPs ahead of a parliamentary debate on 
the cost-of-living crisis in September and 
we co-facilitated a fringe event at the SNP 
Conference in October with the British Red 
Cross. We have also recently convened a 
Cost-of-Living task group in October to 
look specifically at the impact of the crisis 
on volunteering. 
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Deliver a cost-effective service 
for Disclosure Scotland to minimise 
risk and help to ensure safe volunteering 
practice for all concerned.

Supported by 17 other members of staff.

Disclosure 
Services

Led by 
Ewan McMartin

Claire Laurie

Kirsty Barrett

The team have seen challenges over the past year whilst endeavouring to continue 
to meet the demands of the voluntary sector in their disclosure requirements. 
Protecting Vulnerable Groups (PVG) application processing for the sector, has seen 
volumes exceed pre-pandemic levels this past year. The Compliance and Training 
Team have stepped into support the Operations Team to help with the increased 
volumes of applications.

Operations
We have continued to adapt 
our process to manage the shift 
to the online portal. 95% of all 
applications are now received online.

This year has seen a period of review 
and recovery being undertaken 
by the team. Our Service Level 
Agreement of 90% of applications 
received processed within 9 working 
days, was breached at the end of 
June. As a result Volunteer Scotland 
Disclosure Services implemented 
a contingency plan to support the 
operations team. This has now 
brought application processing 
levels to around 3-5 days (well 
within our SLA). These levels have 
been sustained since July. 

Volunteer Scotland Disclosure 
Services’ have created a project 
board to undertake a full review of 
the service and to ensure that we are 
fully integrated with the Disclosure 
Scotland DS2025 Operational 
Strategy and implementation of the 
Disclosure (Scotland) Act. There is 
no date yet for full implementation 

of the changes the act will deliver. 
The transformation of PVG Process 
to a digital platform has been 
a driver for Volunteer Scotland 
Disclosure Services’ service reform. 
The delivery of the Act will further 
define how the service evolves.

Compliance and Training 

We’ve continued to deliver our 
expert compliance support on 
a flexible basis.

We continue to support the sector 
and their appointed signatories with 
their responsibilities in PVG. Whilst 
the training delivery was adapted to 
meet the challenges of the pandemic, 
we have recommended face to face 
training from Q2 2022/2023. The 
uptake for this training has exceeded 
expectations and new dates have 
been released.
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Finance, human resources, IT infrastructure, 
property and risk management.

Corporate 
Services

Led by 
Kenneth Stirratt

Diane Gladstone

Katrina Imrie

Risk Management 
The Directors have continued to 
asses the main risks to the company 
and are satisfied that systems are 
in place to mitigate those risks. 
Further work on risk management 
will continue in the year ahead.

The Board through its delegated 
sub-committees regularly assess 
and review risks to ensure that any 
risk exposure is minimised, and that 
good practice is maintained.

The Finance Audit and Risk 
Committee (FARC) and Governance 
Committee each consists of four 
trustees and senior staff. 

•  FARC provides a forum to discuss 
and review all financial exposures 
and risks for the organisation. 
It reviews the Risk Register and 
existing finance related policies. 

•  The Governance Committee reviews 
other non-financial related policies 
(recorded within a Policy Register). 

The CEO and the Head of 
Corporate Services offer the 
key executive support to each 
committee. Staff review, assess 
and mitigate as captured on 
the operational Risk Register. 
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Financial Statement 2020-21 2021-22
£ £

Incoming resources 1,710,157 1,802,612

Resources expended 1,711,741 1,560,079

Net incoming resources (-1584) 242,533

Fixed assets 1,567,217 1,557,107

Net current assets 1,077,056 1,255,011

Creditors

Amounts falling due after one year (-692655) (-638939)

Net assets excluding pension liability 1,951,618 2,173,179

Defined benefit pension scheme liability (-84803) (-100,316)

Net assets including pension liabilities 1,866,815 2,155,146

Funds

Unrestricted general fund 1,043,276 979,838

Designated fund 0 298,000

Property fund 820,952 864,613

Restricted fund 2,587 12,695

Company 
Secretary
Alan Stevenson

Head of 
Corporate Services
Kenneth Stirratt

Independent Auditors
Dickson Middleton Chartered 
Accountants & Statutory Auditors
20 Barnton Street, Stirling FK8 1NE
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